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Thankfully, that could help gamers get their hands on more Legendary
gear in the earlier versions of the game. Back in 2010, there was a bit of a
drawback, in that while it was possible to find a Legendary item from the

stone chest, there were no diamond chests, so they would need to go
mining for the key instead of just taking the item inside the chest.

Fortunately for gamers, Borderlands 2 added two new weapons to the
game, the Desert Eagle and the Desert Eagle Magnum, and with those
weapons equipped, the key has a chance of dropping inside the chest.

While the more prominent bonus feature, the vault, is really only
accessible for players who pre-ordered the game via Stadia Pro, those who
just want to play the game will still be able to get the 4-character extended
vault code, which grants bonus vault space and the chance to find hidden
characters. The bonus vault code was included with the Diamond Key If
you decide you no longer want the game, you can always delete it after
the 2-week time period. If you decide to delete the game, you will lose
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your saved progress, and you will need to re-install the game to continue.
While Borderlands 3 is an Epic Games Store game, it can also be run on

Google Stadia. If you want to play on Stadia, you will need to have a Stadia
Pro subscription to play on the game. With a Stadia Pro subscription, you
will get access to online multiplayer, and you will have access to cloud
saves and a vault. However, you wont be able to take part in Stadia-

specific content like the Vault. This includes playing Grand Master
missions, or playing the first Borderlands game on Stadia.
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as soon as you have sufficient points, you can redeem your golden keys.
from there, redeem your golden keys for any of the three tiers of gearbox

collector's edition gearbox collection including the blip map pack as well as
the badass lootpack. note: if the collector's edition link doesnt show up,
make sure to disable onedrive or any other cloud-saving mechanisms on

your machine.also check to ensure that windows 10 controlled folder
access is disabled. the telltale games will not work if they are being

installed/saved to a location outside of your local my documents directory.
loot can be shared with your friends via online or within your friends list.

how to get your key: once you have logged in with your epic games
account on the epic games store, click on the “play” button at the top of

the page, then select “get”. this will begin your download of borderlands 3.
from there, follow the instructions provided on screen and your key will be

emailed to you within a few days. once you have registered with shift,
select the platform where you plan to access the my games tab: epic

games store or consoles. after all, you can register with the epic games
store or consoles for either pc or console, so once you have registered with
shift, you dont have to repeat the process again. then click on the “sign in”

button and follow the instructions. the players required to boost your
reputation in a mission/game are around 8 and 10 and the process takes

around 45 minutes to complete. to perform this, head to sanctuary (under
the main menu) and open the the reputation boosters window (opens in
new tab). highlight your desired boost and follow the onscreen prompts.
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